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Agreement (''the Submission") dated November 13,2000 was executed in this case. Pursuant to the
Agreement and the Submission, a Board of Arbitration (''the Board") was appointed and a hearing
was conducted on November 13, 2000, in San Francisco, California.
At the hearing, the Parties had a full opportunity to examine and cross-examine witnesses,
and to present relevant evidence and argument. The Parties stipulated that the grievance has been
pursued through the grievance procedure contained in the Agreement (JX 2; TR 4). As a procedural
matter, the grievance is properly before the Board for final and binding decision, but the Company
raises an issue of substantive arbitrability (JX 2,3).

A verbatim transcript of the proceedings was

taken.! The matter was submitted for decision upon receipt of post-hearing briefs, in March 2001.
This dispute arose when the Union became aware that a Voluntary Wage Benefit Plan
("VWBP" or ''the Plan") would be discontinued on December 31, 2000.

The. Union took the

position that the unilateral discontinuance of the VWBP violated the Agreement. The Company took
the position that no grievable action or violation of the Agreement had occurred because the VWBP
is not a Company-provided or bargained-for benefit, but a voluntary plan provided by another entity.
The dispute was not resolved in the lower steps of the grievance procedure, leading to this arbitration
proceeding (JX 3).

The Parties were unable to agree upon a joint statement of the issue. The Company proposes
the following issue:

1

(JX#).

References to the transcript are cited herein as (TR #); references to Joint Exhibits are cited as

Since PSEBA is not owned by Pacific Gas and Electric Company, is its
elimination of the voluntary wage benefit plan, effective January 1,2001,
a proper subject of the grievance procedure?

Did the Company violate the ~eement by refusing to negotiate over
discontinuance of the voluntary wage benefit plan?

future changes in the Plan with Local 1245. (TR 11-12; Un. Brf. 2)

107.1 Company shall not by reason of the execution of this Agreement (a)
abrogate or reduce the scope of any present plan or rule beneficial to
employees, such as its vacation and sick leave policies or its retirement
plan, or (b) reduce the wage rate of any employee covered hereby, or
change the conditions of employment of any such employee to the
employee's disadvantage.The foregoing limitation shall not limit Company

in making a change in a condition of employment if such change has been
negotiated and agreed to by Company and Union. (JX lA)2

JX 3, p. 23 et seq.). Any employee of the Company (not limited to bargaining unit members) could
participate, unlike other programs offered by PSEA, the employee did not have to be a PSEA
member (TR 43). Participation in the VWBP plan was voluntary; members had to apply (Section 15,
p. 30, JX 3).
Standards set by the State Employment Development Dep8rtment prohibited the Plan from
requiring Ii contribution rate above the amount required to participate in the State Disability
Insurance (SDI) Plan, and mandated that the benefits offered under the VWBP be equal to or better
than those offered by SDI (TR 16-17; JX 3, Section 14, p. 30 and Section 16, p. 32). Participating
employees contributed a percentage of wages to the Plan, which were deducted from their salary or
wages by PG&E pursuant to authorized instructions included in the application signed by the Plan
member (Section 16.1, p. 32, JX 3). None of the contributions PG&E made in the past to PSEA
were used to fund or administer the VWBP (TR 41, 50).
The PSEBA Bylaws also spelled out the benefits available under the VWBP, the process for
making changes in contributions or benefits, and provided that the funds of the Plan were not to be
co-mingled with other moneys or funds of the PSEBA (Section 18, p. 37, JX 3). The various
changes made over the years to the VWBP, for example to the contribution amount, were not
negotiated with the Union (TR 26). The Plan was in the "executive charge and control" ofPSEBA,
acting through its Board; and, its Board had "full and complete control of the operation and
administration of the Plan and of Benefit Fund ..." (Section 7 and 7.1, p. 27, JX 3). The Board, by
a two-thirds vote, could "at its discretion, suspend or dissolve" the Plan, subject to certain limitations
and requirements (Section 12.2, p. 29, JX 3). PG&E had no authority or control over the Plan,
changes to the Plan, or the decision to discontinue it (TR 19,20).

The VWBP had two advantages over SDI: (1) the employee contribution rate was lower; and
(2) there was no seven-day waiting period for benefits to commence, as there is with SDI (TR 28-29;
JX 3, pp. 20-21). SDI and the VWBP were otherwise equivalent, and the State required an employee
to contribute either to SDI or a voluntary plan (TR 28-29).

Because of the more advantageous

featmes of the VWBP, most PG&E employees chose that Plan over SDI (TR 18). Though the
VWBP is mentioned in the Agreement in relation to the long-term disability benefit (JX 4, p. 2), it
is undisputed that the VWBP is not expressly required by the Agreement, as contrasted with certain
benefits that are specifically mandated (JX 4). PG&E's ERISA Information references the "PSE
Voluntary Wage Benefit Plan" (JX 7).
Chanees Leadine to Dissolution of the Plan:
Over the period 1994 to 2000, due to excess

reserves; SDI significantly

lowered the

contribution rate and increased the maximum benefit amount (TR 21-22; JX 3, p. 21).

These

changes impacted the VWBP as a result of the requirement that it maintain at least parallel
contributions and benefits to SDI. These and other factors caused the VWBP to incur losses, and
its reserves dwindled (TR 24-25,44-45;

JX 3, p. 22). In late 1999, after substantial research, the

PSEBA Board voted to dissolve the VWBP (TR 26-27). Its level of reserves had dropped close to
the amount required by the Plan's independent auditors to cover claims that were anticipated to be
submitted after closure (TR 25). The record indicates that an additional $1 to $1.5 million in
revenue would have been required on an annual basis to keep the VWBP solvent (TR 49, 55-56).
In 2000, PG&E and Plan participants were informed of the decision; and, effective January 1,
2001, the participants in the Plan were converted to SDI(TR27; JX 3, pp. 8-13). TheformerVWBP
participants are entitled to the same weekly benefit under SDI, for the same length of time (52

weeks) as they would have received under the PSEBA Plan (TR 28-29). However, the features of
(a) no seven-day waiting period and (b) a lower contribution rate, both applicable under the VWBP,
were lost with closure of the Plan.

The Union:
»

Although the VWBP is not specifically provided for in the Agreement, it is precisely the type

of "plan or rule beneficial to employees" that is contemplated in the anti-abrogation provision.

»

The benefit to employees is clear. It is of greater value than many benefits or rules found in

the past, in prior arbitration decisions and decisions from lower steps of the grievance procedure,
to be protected by the anti-abrogation clause.

»

The VWBP is not merely incidental to a primary purpose beneficial to the Company. It is

a direct personal benefit to employees.

»

The Company's affirmative defenses are without merit. First, the fact that the Union did not

protest the discontinuation by PSEA of other benefits or programs in the past does not preclude it
from challenging the elimination the VWBP. The VWBP, unlike every other benefit or program
offered by PSEA, was available to all PG&E employees, not just PSEA members. Other plans or
programs were offered by PSEA only to PSEA members; and the Union would not have had
standing to grieve or an agreement under which to grieve.
»

Second, the Company's contention that it is relieved from liability under its Agreement

because PSEA offered the VWBP, not PG&E, is unpersuasive.

PSEA was an administrator or

carrier of a PG&E health benefit plan. The ultimate responsibility for offering the plan rests with
the Company.

»

If PSEA is unwilling or unable to continue its role as carrier and administrator

for the

Company, the Company must either obtain another carrier or a.dm1nister the program itself.

»

If the costs of continuing the Plan might be prohibitive, that is an issue to bring to the

bargaining table, not a valid defense to the grievance. If the Company is obligated to provide the .
VWBP, it is obligated to do so without regard to the cost, just as it would be obligated to provide
other forms of insurance such as dental without regard to the cost of the program.
»

By unilaterally discontinuing the wage benefit plan, the Company committed a direct and

unambiguous violation of the Agreement.
»

The grievance should be sustained and the remedy requested should be awarded.
The Company:

»

The Union has failed to prove that the VWBP is part of the collective bargaining agreement

between the parties, such that the Company is required to bargain with the Union about PSEBA's
decision to eliminate the Plan.

»

. In its 51-year existence, the parties never negotiated about the VWBP. The Company has

no obligation to bargain over a voluntary program that was never a part of the Agreement.
»

Unlike the medical and dental insurance plans covered in the parties' benefit agreement,

which the Company has agreed to provide Union members, the Agreement does not contain any
obligation by the Company to provide a voluntary disability plan.

»

Because the VWBP provided by PSEBA was never made part of the Agreement, and the

Company never agreed it would provide such a plan for bargaining unit members, the Company had

no duty to bargain about PSEBA's decision to eliminate the program.

The parties have never

negotiated about its initiation or the many changes it has undergone.

»

The anti-abrogation

clause requires the Company to negotiate changes in conditions of

employment, which would include changes to its pension, sick and retirement policies.

But, the

VWBP is not a Company provided program. Thus, there is no obligation for the Company to bargain
about it.
»

The Union's acquiescence over the last half century to the manner in which the VWBP and

other PSEA benefits were administered and changed amounts to a waiver of any right it claims to
bargain about this issue.

For example, the Union did not assert any right to bargain with the

Company in the past when PSEA made decisions that adversely impacted bargaining unit members,
such as increasing the contribution rate.
»

The decision of Arbitrator Kintz in Arbitration Case 183 finds that waiver can arise by

acquiescence amounting to tacit consent. The doctrines of waiver and laches are applicable in these
circumstances.

After a long history of no bargaining over this Plan, which is offered on a voluntary

basis by an independent organization, the Union cannot now require the Company to negotiate over
PSEA's decision to eliminate the VWBP. Such a result would be unreasonable and unfair.

»

The Union's sole remedy is at the bargaining table if it decides to pursue a voluntary wage

benefit plan from the Company.

»

For all these reasons, the Board should conclude that the Company did not violate the

Agreement by refusing to bargain about PSEBA' s decision to eliminate the VWBP. The grievance
must be denied.

The Grievance is Substantively Arbitrable:
Because this case involves the interpretation and application of the anti-abrogation clause of
the Agreement, it is substantively arbitrable. The Agreement expressly states that the interpretation
and application of the terms of the Agreement are appropriate subjects for determination

in the

grievance procedure (JX lA, §102.2(a); JX IB, §9.2(a)). However, the authority of the Board of
Arbitration derives solely from the Agreement, and is limited to the scope of the Agreement.

The

Board has no jurisdiction over parties not signatory to the contract, such as PSEBA or PSEA.

No Company Unilateral Action:
The evidence establishes that PSEA and PSEBA are separate and distinct entities from
PG&E, over which PG&E has no authority or control. Moreover, PSEA and PSEBA are not part
of the bargaining relationship and have no duty to bargain with the Union about their programs.
The authority to control decisions about the VWBP resided with PSEBA's

Board of

Directors, not with PG&E. The decision to terminate the Plan was not a decision made by PG&E,
but an independent decision made by the PSEBA Board. PSEBA had the authority and discretion
under its Bylaws to decide to dissolve the Plan. Therefore, the conclusion is required that the action
grieved in this case, the discontinuance of the VWBP, was not performed by PG&E, but PSEBA.

VWBP Not a Company-Provided Benefit:
The record shows clearly that the VWBP was available through PSEBA to employees of
PG&E, but it was not a Company-provided benefit. PG&E did not provide or fund the benefit; it
was offered by PSEBA and it was funded by contributions from Plan participants. As found above,
PG&E did not control or operate the Plan.

No express provision of the Agreement requires the Company to provide, maintain or pay
for a voluntary wage benefit plan. PG&E did not do so, historically, as a matter of established
practice. There is a complete absence of any history of bargaining between PG&E and the Union
regarding the Plan. Past decisions made by PSEBA concerning the VWBP, such as changes in
contributions or benefits, have not been negotiated between PG&E and the Union. No past decisions
have been grieved by the Union under the Agreement as unilateral actions by PG&E. All of these
factors provide firm support for the Company's position that the benefit in question is exterior to the
bargaining relationship and to the Agreement.

Interpretation and Application of Anti-Abroeation Clause:
The anti-abrogation

clause may be applied to protect beneficial practices that are not

expressly incorporated in the Agreement. Indeed, that is its fundamental purpose. Thus, the fact that
there is no express requirement

that the Company provide a VWBP is not determinative.

Nonetheless, for the clause to apply, it must be shown that, by established past practice, there is an
existing Company plan or rule that is beneficial to employees, which the Company has unilaterally
abrogated or reduced to the employee's disadvantage.
The findings above are that (a) this case does not involve a unilateral action taken by the
Company, but an action by PSEBA; and (b) the discontinued benefit was not a Company-provided
benefit or a benefit the Company was contractually obligated to provide, whether by express
language or established past practice. These findings are significant to the application of the antiabrogation clause.
The clause, as interpreted in prior arbitration decisions and grievance procedure resolutions,
precludes "the Company" from acting unilaterally to abrogate or reduce the scope of any present
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